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Super
Science...
Science week at school

Special points
of interest:
 Life Centre visit
 Angela’s Ark
arrives

This year, the theme for
science week was
‘Growth’.
In Early Years, Angela’s
Ark visited with many
different small animals.
Angela discussed with the
children what the animals
needed to help them
grow, how to care for
them and many more
interesting facts.

 Experiments
enthrall
 Magical music

Inside this
issue:
Magical Music
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Angela’s Ark
visits Early
Years
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Reception– class
9 visit the Life
Centre
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Year 1–
4
investigate
plants and
growth. What is
the purpose of
a stem?
Year 2—
experiment with
conditions for
growth. They
explore
photosynthesis
and hypothesis.
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That’s
science...
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Monday 14th March 2022

Not only did the children
learn, but the adults did
too. The opportunity to
handle the animals was
accepted enthusiastically
by some children in both
Nursery and Reception
classes, whilst others
preferred to watch and
learn.
A reception class visited
the Life Centre and Year
2 classes travelled to the
Glass Centre where they

worked scientifically on
‘changing states’.
Mrs Murton, a dental
nurse, visited each year
2 class and the focus
was on oral hygiene and
developing practice in
cleaning teeth.
Year 2 children were
visited by Emily, an
engineer from Nissan.
Her work specifically
involves paint but she
interested the children
in planning cars and
vehicles for the future.

In all year groups,
children considered
Growth generally,
measured their height,
made healthy
sandwiches after
growing their cress in
different conditions.

Dr Renwick explored
sound in music.

There was a buzz
throughout school...

Magical Music!
Dr Renwick led a
scientific exploration of
sound in Reception
classes and Year 1.
Vibration of air, of
strings, of the skin of a
drum are all ways of
making sounds. What
makes the sound louder?
What makes it higher?
Year 1 children have the
answers...
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NURSERY CHILDREN EXPLORE.

Nursery loved finding out
about caring for the
animals such as the
hedgehog .

WATCHING WORMS WIGGLE...

They were fascinated by a wormery as they
explored outside.

In Nursery the
children are
beginning to
understand
about
composting.
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RECEPTION CHILDREN DISCOVER

Class 8 Growing beans...
Children in Class 8 developed
their skills to predict what might
happen when they planted
beans…
They considered what
conditions were necessary for
beans to grow and will continue
to watch what will happen over
the coming weeks...

Class 9 visit the Life Centre.
Class 9 children are
totally absorbed in
discovering space. They
visited the Life Centre
during Science week.

Class 10 Grow gummy bears
Would you be able to
predict what might
happen?
Class 10 children
investigated what
happened to their
favourite sweets, gummy
bears, when they
submerged them in

different solutions.
They tried milk, water,
sugar solution and vinegar.
The children found the
results were surprising…
This was an early
introduction to osmosis.
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YEAR 1 CHILDREN QUESTION AND
Class 4 and Class 6
Children in all year 1
classes asked lots of
questions about plants
whilst learning the
function of the different
parts of plants, flowers
and trees.
This led to an
investigation into stems.
What is their purpose?
Keeping a flower up right
or transporting water
from roots to
flowers?

Class 5
Class 5 were visited by Theo’s
Mum, a dental nurse. She
taught them how to clean their
teeth and the correct brushing
techniques.
They discussed foods that
damage teeth because they
have lots of sugar in them.
Eating a healthy diet is very
important.

Class 7
Class 7 discovered the parts of plants and
planted sun flowers in compost.
They observed the roots, stem, petals and
leaves first hand and understood the
purpose of each part in helping the
flower to grow.
They thought about the seasons and what
clothing to wear despite how
unpredictable our weather is.
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YEAR 2 CHILDREN HYPOTHESISE

Class 1 super scientists
Year 2 children all inves-

with only one

tigated the conditions

variable being changed

needed to successfully

each time. They also

grow cress. They

learnt about

hypothesized and

photosynthesis. They

predicted what the

know what conditions

outcomes may be in a

are needed for plant

controlled experiment.

growth.

The test was a fair test

Class 2
Class 2 also completed the work on cress.
They were visited by Emily, an engineer from
Nissan.

Class 3 investigate.
Class 3 children visited the
Glass Centre during science
week. They completed
experiments on changing states
and hypothesized about the
conditions needed for
successful growth as they grew
their cress seeds. Their
recording of science has become
quite formal with a method and
conclusion evident.
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Throughout school
and Nursery, we
LOVED science. We
observed, discussed
and predicted what
might happen.
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Phone: 5495666
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That’s science...

